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4.2.2  Data Diff correction (Direct)  

Despite of the very low correlation coefficients resulting from HK- Diff Data correlation, the susceptibility 
direct model applied to diff data produces for some channels improvements of the same order of the indirect 
model (Figure 6, left panel) . The very difference is in that, in this last case, the correspondence between the 
sigma improvement following correction and the correlation coefficient is here evident, as shown by Figure 6, 
right panel: about all points lie on a continuous curve.  

     

Figure 6 Left panel: Sigma variation after correction on diff data. (Channels are grouped following the sequence 00-
01-10-11) . Right panel: Sigma improvement calculated on diff data versus Correlation. Points lie on a continuous 
curve.  

It is important to notice that, for this analysis, data were not cleaned before from other effects (the most are 
generated by thermal changes and maneuvers), hence it is expected that a most accurate analysis, performed 
starting from cleaned data,  and based on longer data streams accounting only for the effective observation 
time and discarding flagged data, could provide much more correlated results. Also in this case, the p-
weighted analysis performed correlating diff data to linear combinations of Id1,Id2 HK, shows the capability 
to simultaneously optimizing correlation coefficients and sigma improvements, as shown by the two example 
proposed in Figure 7 

                 

Figure 7 For each channel (LFI 1801 , first and second; LFI 2210, third and fourth panels) they are represented: 
DIFF  DATA �– Id HK Correlation with varying p-weight (first and third panels); Sigma Diff  with varying p-weight 
(second and fourth panels). P assumes 21 values from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05 ( the x axis scale must be multiplied 
times 0.1). Plots show that the p-value optimizing correlation is the same providing the best sigma after correction.  
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4.3 EFFECTS OF HK OVERSAMPLING  

The correlation from data acquired at the nominal HK sampling frequency  ( 0.0156Hz) increases, as 
expected, with the SF (see the synoptic comparison between 1h data and 10 days data in Figure 8 and the 
example reported in Figure 9, where data sampled at different frequencies during the same time range are 
compared) .  Moreover, the accuracy of removal (sigma change used as estimator) increases with the HK 
sampling  frequency (see Figure 10). This is mainly due to two factors: i) the larger accuracy in the linear 
coefficients calculation ii) the lower quantization effect introduced when the HK are oversampled to match 
the SCI data frequency (Figure 11 and Figure 12) 

 

 

Figure 8 Id HK �– SCI data correlation: comparison between values calculated from 1h data (HK test ) and from 10 
days data (including the 1 hour TEST) . For each HK time, the SCI data were extracted and correlated with the 
simultaneous IDs. This allowed to calculate correlations over about 15.000 points instead of the 3600 points of the 
1h HK test. . The improvement is evident. 

 

Figure 9 Correlation between Total Power data and Id currents sampled at 1Hz ( black), at 0.125 Hz ( cyan) , at 
0.0156 Hz (yellow): see the good correlation with Drain current powering radiometer M1 and not with that of 
radiometer M2: it will impact also on the effect shown in the next pictures.  
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Figure 10 sigma improvement after data cleaning (based on correlations with Id1  currents) and oversampling to the 
nominal SCI data frequency : sigma are compared in percent w.r.t. un-cleaned data 

 

 

Figure 11 LFI1800: Comparison between total power data (sky on the left, ref on the right) for (top to bottom) : 1)  
un-cleaned SCI data down-sampled to 1Hz (Raw), data down-sampled and cleaned at: 2) 1Hz , 3) 0.125 Hz, 4) 
0.0156 Hz 
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Figure 12 LFI -1800: Comparison between total power data (sky on the left, ref on the right) for (top to bottom) : 1) 
un-cleaned data sampled at 78 Hz (nominal frequency for 70 GHz channels). SCI data  corrected basing on the 
model of Id HK resampled to 78 Hz respectively from : 2) 1Hz ; 3) 0.125;  4)  0.0156 Hz. The accuracy in removal 
increases with the HK sampling frequency. 

4.4 IDENTIFICATION OF ANOMALIES  

Many channels show large instabilities in the drain currents. It is evident that the origin of some SCI data 
instabilities can be easier  recognized as due to electric instabilities when the HK sampling is faster. 
Although this does not implies the possibility to always remove or mitigate the effect, it is nevertheless 
important and useful to have all the elements to correctly address the problem, either in the purpose of 
correction  and data flagging. The example of LFI1800 is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 Left panel: LFI 18M1 Drain current during the 1h HK test . Id data are sampled at 1Hz (black) and 
down-sampled to 0.125 Hz (cyan) and to 0.0156 Hz (yellow). The same color convention is  used in the right panel to 
display the behavior of SCI-data in channel LFI1800 (Sky is down-sampled from its nominal 78 Hz frequency to the 
HK frequency).Plots show that: i) most of the Sky signal instabilities are very similar to HK features; ii) The HK 
down-sampling  limits the possibility to relate 1:1 features observed in SCI data with the HK behavior. 
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5. �&�2�1�&�/�8�6�,�2�1�6 

Results from the 1h HK Test performed during OD 888 (HK sampling frequency increased from 0.0156 Hz 
to 1 Hz) and from a 20 days data set containing the HK Test) demonstrate that the accurate monitoring of 
Drain currents is very powerful in: i) tracking and address anomalies caused by electric instabilities ii) 
mitigating effects caused by electric instabilities in the Front End LNAs power suppliers or in the harness. 

The analysis showed that : 

- several channels (especially 70 GHz channels) show good correlation (from 0.3 to 0.85) between 
total power SCI signals and a weighted combination of the drain currents powering the two 
corresponding  coupled LNAs. Correlation is not as large for the differenced signals as for the total 
power signals .  

- In some cases, the model developed, correlating drain currents and SCI data, is able to provide very 
good results (standard deviation improvements up to 50%, depending on channels) when applied 
to correct Total power data; smaller but not negligible improvements are observed when applied 
differenced data. Corrections applied directly (coefficients measured from diff data fitting) or 
indirectly (total power correction applied before calculating diff data) to diff data show some 
benefit, varying with channels. However,  it seems that the �Z���]�������������}�����������]�}�v�[���Z�������o�����P���������}�`�������]�v��
predicting improvements respect to the corresponding indirect approach.  

- Corrections applied at Total power level are expected to be very useful in the purpose of a possible 
LFI Gain Calibration using the reference load signal, by calculating the term DV/V. Several channels 
show very good improvement (by several percent) in the DV/V stability after data correction (in 
two cases improvements larger than 23 % (LFI21) and 100 % (LFI18) are observed). Improvements 
(from few percent up to 12 % as in the case of LFI 18) are measured also in the Gain Modulation 
Factor (the accuracy of this result strongly depends also on the Sky model, here not considered: 
hence it is thought that it can be improved) . 

- Results from the HK Test were analyzed as a function of the HK sampling frequency (1Hz, 0.125 Hz, 
0.0156 Hz). It was confirmed that: i) the correlation coefficient is larger when the sampling is faster.  
ii) the model capabilities to correct SCI data from electric instabilities are proportional to the HK 
sampling frequency, providing more accurate fit coefficients and smaller quantization effects when 
the HK is re-binned to match the SCI data sampling frequency.  

- Anomalies in SCI data induced by electric instabilities can be easier recognized when the HK 
sampling frequency is faster. Actually, the default sampling rate ( 0.0156 Hz) avoids or strongly 
limits this possibility in the most cases. 

All the above results and conclusions support the LFI Instrument request to increasing the sampling 
frequency at least to 0.125 Hz;  higher (preferred) sampling frequencies would be appreciated, 
depending on the technical capabilities. 

 


